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Abstract1

The use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approaches has gained a significant role2

over the last decade in the field of predicting the distribution of effects triggered by natural3

forcing, this being particularly relevant for the development of adequate risk mitigation4

strategies. Among the most critical features of these approaches, there are the accurate5

geolocation of the available data as well as their numerosity and spatial distribution. The6

use of an ANN has never been tested at a national scale in Italy, especially in estimating7

earthquake-triggered landslides susceptibility. Based on the statistics deductible from the8

most up-to-date national inventory of earthquake-induced ground effects, i.e. the CEDIT9

catalogue, it results that over 56% of the ground effects triggered by earthquakes in Italy are10

represented by landslides. Therefore, a landslide dataset with such high geolocation precision11

was suitable to evaluate the efficiency of an ANN to explain the distribution of landslides12

over the Italian territory. An ex-post evaluation of the ANN-based susceptibility model was13

also performed, using a sub-dataset of historical data with lower geolocation precision. The14

ANN training highly performed in terms of spatial prediction, by partitioning the Italian15

landscape into slope units.16

The obtained results returned a distribution of potentially unstable slope units with maxi-17

mum concentrations primarily distributed in the central-northern Apennines and secondarily18

in the southern Apennines. Moreover, the Alpine sector clearly appeared to be divided into19

two areas, a western one with relatively low susceptibility to earthquake-triggered landslides20

and the eastern sector with a higher susceptibility. However, the scale of the analysis carried21

out to train the ANN does not allow it to be applied for planning purposes or for seismic22

microzonation studies, for which training on a smaller spatial scale will be required.23
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1 Introduction57

In this study we performed a susceptibility analysis of earthquake triggered landslides for58

the whole Italian territory by implementing an Artificial Neural Network (ANN; Hassoun59

et al., 1995) approach. Slope units have been adopted as mapping units (Alviolicor et al.,60

2020). The input landslides inventory used to train the network has been accessed via61

the Italian Catalogue of Earthquake-Induced Ground Failures (CEDIT) (Fortunato et al.,62

2012; Martino et al., 2014; Caprari et al., 2018), which collects ground effects, among which63

landslides, caused by earthquakes occurred over the whole Italian territory from the XII64

century to present days. As far as the authors know, this represents the first study dealing65

with earthquakes-triggered landslide (EQtLs) susceptibility for the whole Italian territory.66

To clearly evaluate and present the achieved results, we quantified the ANN classification67

performances through commonly adopted metrics and we generated the first Italian EQtLS68

susceptibility map. Besides, we investigated the importance of the predictors performing a69

Permutation Feature Importance (PFI) of single predictors and explored how the classifi-70

cation performance varies selecting all the possible combinations among predictors groups71

(i.e. terrain, seismic, geothematic, hydrological and anthropic predictors). Ultimately, we72

checked the obtained susceptibility map for every Italian administrative region, by using an73

additional landslide dataset, which was not included during the ANN training phase. The74

resulting percentage of unstable territory for every Italian region has been computed to high-75

light priorities in land management practices at more local scales other than the national76

one.77

The present manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review in78

the context of EQtLS and the historical evolution of models able to predict these phenomena.79

Section 3 provides the required information on the landslide data used in this study, the80

selected mapping unit, the predictor set and the modeling framework. Section 5 presents81

the results which are then discussed in depth and from an holistic perspective in Section 6.82

Section 7 concludes the manuscript and opens towards future possible improvements.83

2 Background84

The concept of landslide susceptibility defines the expectation of where landslides may occur85

in a given landscape, thus providing information on the spatial component of the land-86

slide hazard definition (Varnes and the IAEG Commission on Landslides and Other Mass-87

Movements, 1984; Guzzetti et al., 1999; Lombardo et al., 2020a). The numerical expression88

of a landslide susceptibility corresponds to the probability of landslide occurrences within a89

given mapping unit (Lima et al., 2017; Broeckx et al., 2018; Lombardo and Mai, 2018). This90

definition has consequences on how the probabilities are generated, either via physically-91

(e.g., Bout et al., 2018) or statistically- (e.g., Reichenbach et al., 2018) based methods. For92

the latter case, to express how prone a given landscape is to initiate slope failures over93
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space, the component related to the trigger is not featured as a predictor and this usually94

appears as part of landslide hazard studies. The few exceptions to this rule consist of sus-95

ceptibility assessments made in near-real-time in case of landslides triggered by transitory96

events, i.e. intense rainfall (Kirschbaum et al., 2012) or earthquake (Nowicki Jessee et al.,97

2018; Lombardo and Tanyas, 2020). Among the landslides triggered by transitory events,98

the earthquake-triggered ones are generally responsible for severe damages and losses, as99

demonstrated by the last decadal records, when more than 50% of the total worldwide losses100

due to landslides are associated to co-seismic slope failures (Petley, 2012). In this context,101

the recent strong earthquakes in Sumatra (2004, Mw 9.1), eastern Sichuan (China 2008, Mw102

7.9) and Tohoku (Japan 2011, Mw 9.0) have confirmed that earthquake-triggered ground103

effects (e.g., tsunamis, landslides and liquefaction) can be responsible for major damage and104

losses. As reported by Bird and Bommer (2004), the largest damage caused by earthquakes105

are often related to landslide events. Furthermore, several historical disasters confirmed the106

severity of EQtLs. For instance, the Las Colinas landslide, triggered by the January 13th
107

2001 Mw 7.6 El Salvador earthquake, caused approximately 600 victims (Evans and Bent,108

2004) while the Scilla rock avalanche, triggered by the February 6th 1783 earthquake in109

Southern Italy (Bozzano et al., 2011; Mazzanti and Bozzano, 2011; Martino, 2017), killed110

approximately 1500 people in a cascading effect that led to a 16 m high tsunami wave.111

Taking aside the potential casualties, another source of potential losses in post-earthquake112

scenarios is represented by landslides affecting transportation routes and inhibiting recov-113

ery and safety operations during emergency phases (Martino et al., 2019). More generally,114

the risk related to the earthquake shaking can be also significantly increased by additional115

earthquake-triggered effects. These can involve localities distant up to tens or hundreds of116

kilometres from the earthquake epicentre (Keefer, 1984; Rodrıguez et al., 1999; Delgado et al.,117

2011; Jibson and Harp, 2012). During the last decades, they have been confirmed by sev-118

eral authors reporting on ground failures triggered by earthquakes (Bommer and Rodriguez,119

2002; Sepúlveda et al., 2005; Porfido et al., 2007; Tosatti et al., 2008; Gorum et al., 2011;120

Tang et al., 2011; Alfaro et al., 2012; Martino et al., 2020a, among others). To preemptively121

reduce the risk associated with these processes, predictive models have been proposed to es-122

timate the distribution of earthquake-triggered ground effects scenarios (Sassa, 1996; Jibson123

et al., 2000; Prestininzi and Romeo, 2000; Romeo, 2000; Jibson, 2007; Hsieh and Lee, 2011,124

among others) representative of a uniform hazard distribution or seismic shaking scenar-125

ios. Out of several available options proposed to preemptively estimate earthquake-triggered126

effects, the proposed approaches essentially boil down to two types: physically-based ap-127

proaches (Van Westen et al., 2006) and the statistically-based ones (Guzzetti et al., 2005).128

The first type of approaches implies that slope stability analyses are performed to quantify129

safety factors (Martino, 2016) and/or the expected seismically induced displacements of the130

landslide masses. Slope stability analyses under seismic stress are traditionally performed131

by pseudostatic approaches that assume a constant equivalent seismic action, expressed by132

an horizontal pseudostatic seismic coefficient (kx). This is applied to the landslide mass,133
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in addition to the gravity force. The SF is computed as the ratio between the available134

strength along the sliding surface and the acting forces. The force equilibrium analysis135

demonstrates that the pseudostatic force related to the kx is responsible for the reduction of136

the available strength and for the increase of the forces acting along the sliding surface. The137

critical threshold acceleration (kc) coincides with the value at which SF becomes equal to 1.138

An alternative to the pseudostatic solution for slope stability analysis under seismic action139

is provided by unconventional pseudostatic analysis that reduce the restrictions imposed by140

traditional approaches by considering distributions of kx within the landslide mass according141

to sine waves functions (Delgado et al., 2015; Lenti et al., 2017). In this context, the land-142

slide mass is partitioned into slices (i.e. delimited by vertical boundaries) and different kx143

values are applied to each slice based on the spatial distribution of the horizontal acceleration144

values associated to the sine wave function (Lenti et al., 2017). Furthermore, on the basis145

of the Newmark’s method, co-seismic displacements can be more extensively computed at a146

basin-to-regional scale. This can be achieved by fixing critical acceleration thresholds (kc)147

and considering distribution of ground-shaking parameters (i.e., PGA namely, peak ground148

acceleration, or Arias intensity) derived from specific thematic maps (Jibson et al., 2000),149

usually managed via Geographic Information Systems (GIS). While kc is derived from a150

combination of slope geometry and strength properties of the outcropping lithologies, PGA-151

values are attributed to each grid node by applying a ground-motion according to attenuation152

law, in case of a specific seismic scenario or in case uniform hazard maps for multi-hazard risk153

analysis. The reliability of this approach for EQtLs scenarios at a regional scale was initially154

tested in California (Jibson et al., 1998; Miles and Ho, 1999; Jibson et al., 2000; Jibson,155

2007) taking into account well-documented seismically induced landslide effects due to the156

Northridge earthquake (January 17th 1994). Since then, the probabilistic seismic landslide157

hazard-mapping based on the computation of Newmark’s co-seismic displacements has been158

applied at a regional scale by many researchers in other areas and case studies (Capolongo159

et al., 2002; Saygili and Rathje, 2009; Wang and Lin, 2010). The most simplified assump-160

tions of the Newmark’s approach consist of neglecting the internal deformations produced161

during the seismic shaking, which are responsible for amplification of the seismic motion.162

To address this approximation, coupled or decoupled solutions have been proposed (Makdisi163

and Seed, 1978; Rathje et al., 1998; Rathje and Bray, 2000). These account for fully non-164

linear soil properties’ behaviour during the seismic shaking (Rathje and Bray, 2000) and they165

also consider the probabilistic variation of seismic input properties (Bray and Travasarou,166

2007). Based on more sophisticated computational approaches, which are comprehensive of167

different landslide mechanisms and methods for slope stability analysis, probability maps of168

expected Newmark’s displacements can be obtained at a regional scale through the recently169

proposed PARSIFAL (Probabilistic Approach to pRovide Scenarios of earthquake-Induced170

slope FAiLures) approach (Esposito et al., 2016; Martino et al., 2018, 2019). PARSIFAL171

considers both landslide susceptibility maps and landslide inventories for detecting slope ar-172

eas prone to landslides, to compute probability of EQtLs occurrence, based on distributions173
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of Newmark’s displacement values related to an input subset.174

As regards the statistically-based counterpart, whether one models rainfall- or earthquake-175

triggered landslides, the general framework is quite similar when data-driven (statistical and176

machine learning) models are used. In both cases, a mapping unit is typically chosen between177

grid-cells and slope-units and a dichotomous status expressing the absence or presence of178

landslides (or 0/1) is assigned. In a subsequent step, the binary status is then fitted to a set179

of predictors chosen to represent predisposing factors of slope instability and the outcome of180

the modeling procedure is a probability (Amato et al., 2019). However, the algorithmic archi-181

tecture one chooses to implement has notable repercussions on the performance each model182

provides. For instance, simple bivariate statistical models provide quite straightforward in-183

terpretation of the functional relations existing between factors and landslides (e.g., Weight184

of Evidence; Bonham-Carter, 1989; Van Westen, 2002; Martino et al., 2019). But, this is185

achieved at the expense of the statistical rigor (the model does not assume any underlying186

probability distribution nor the interaction among explanatory variables) and performances,187

which are usually superseded by more complex statistical tools. For instance, multivari-188

ate statistical routines assume that landslides are distributed over space according to the189

Bernoulli probability distribution (Lombardo et al., 2019). And, they allow to model linear190

relations (in case of Generalized Linear Models; Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005; Castro Camilo191

et al., 2017) or a combination of linear and nonlinear relations (in case of Generalized Addi-192

tive Models; Brenning, 2008; Goetz et al., 2011) between predisposing factors and landslides193

occurrences. These models offer excellent performance while keeping a clear interpretability194

at each step and for each model component (Lombardo et al., 2014; Frattini et al., 2010).195

Ultimately, machine learning methods provide equally and often even higher performance196

than the other two approaches mentioned above, this time though at the expense of the197

interpretability of each step, which has commonly earned them the label of “black boxes”198

(Korup and Stolle, 2014; Goetz et al., 2015). The reason behind this characteristic is due to199

the fact that machine learning algorithms are often based on the combination of highly non-200

linear functions which are difficult to be individually and multivariately traced as the model201

evolves converging to the best solution (Liu et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2016, 2018). Because of202

the high performance provided, machine learning has become mainstream in many scientific203

applications and landslide science has also seen the number of such applications rise in recent204

years (Marjanović et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017). For instance, algorithms205

belonging to the family of decision trees have become quite common, and several examples206

can be found from simpler Classification And Regression Trees (e.g., Althuwaynee et al.,207

2014), to more complex Random Forests (e.g., Lagomarsino et al., 2017) and Stochastic208

Gradient Boosted Trees (e.g., Lombardo et al., 2015). Similarly, Artificial Neural Networks209

(e.g., Ermini et al., 2005; Gomez and Kavzoglu, 2005) and their more recent convolutional210

extensions (e.g., Wang et al., 2019) have equally demonstrated to be a valid tool for landslide211

susceptibility assessment. Neural networks are characterised by the possibility of modelling212

the relationship between independent and dependent variables in a complex non-linear way213
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and are by nature prone to overparameterization of the model itself. These aspects lead214

to both advantages and disadvantages with respect to more classical methodologies. The215

advantages are mainly to be found in the ability to model complex relations when these216

are not known a priori and in the fact that, thanks to overparameterization, they are very217

little sensitive to problems of collinearity (De Veaux and Ungar, 1994) between independent218

variables. This typically ensures a greater robustness of the predictive performances (Garg219

and Tai, 2012). To better clarify this point, Kutner et al. (2005) stated that “the fact that220

some or all predictor variables are correlated among themselves does not, in general, inhibit221

our ability to obtain a good fit nor does it tend to affect inferences about mean responses222

or predictions of new observations, provided these inferences are made within the region of223

observations”. However, due to overparameterization, they are not typically used for a model224

interpretation but mainly for predictive purposes. Thus, ANNs approaches are particularly225

suitable for big data. And, expert knowledge is not required to generate reproducible results226

(Taalab et al., 2018). As a consequence, a growing number of landslide susceptibility models227

rely on ANNs. The most common procedure is to train an ANN over a landslide inventory228

while featuring a set of input factors assumed to promote failures. As a result, a probability229

value of landslide susceptibility per mapping unit is returned (Can et al., 2019).230

Both physically- and statistically- based approaches typically require high-resolution231

datasets, i.e. characterized by a suitable completeness and a good to very good quality232

of technical parameters, that can support the validation and guarantee a high reliability of233

the quantitative outputs. In this regard, the spatial scale of the case study represents a234

fundamental feature as it can modify the input resolution and, as a consequence, the res-235

olution of the output itself. Therefore, the spatial scale influences the operational use of236

the estimated scenarios. A slope to catchment scale assessment can be suitable for seismic237

microzonation studies and its value can be maximized within local administrations to de-238

sign engineering interventions or propose zoning plans at a municipality scale. Conversely,239

a regional to national scale assessment has implications on how decision makers prioritize240

interventions for seismic (and associated cascading effects) risk management and mitigation.241

Thus its value is maximized at governmental levels to allocate resources knowing which parts242

of the territory are more vulnerable. Examples of earthquakes-triggered landslide susceptibil-243

ity analysis are numerous and some already adopted ANN approaches (Lee and Evangelista,244

2006; Tian et al., 2019). Most of them perform analysis at a regional scale (Song et al., 2012;245

Umar et al., 2014; Zhou and Fang, 2015) using input landslide inventories that are limited in246

time and space to single earthquakes (Tanyaş et al., 2017; Shrestha and Kang, 2019; Tanyaş247

and Lombardo, 2020).248
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3 Material and methods249

3.1 Italian morphotectonic settings250

Italy is the European country mostly affected by landslides (Herrera et al., 2018), with over251

620,000 landslides recorded in the framework of the IFFI dataset, the most complete and252

detailed landslides inventory existing in Italy (Trigila et al., 2013). The main triggering253

factors for landslides in Italy are intense rainfalls and earthquakes. And in recent years,254

anthropogenic factors such as road cuts have assumed to also play an increasing role. Since255

1999 until December 2019, more than 3000 interventions for landslide risk mitigation were256

financed by the Italian institutions, for a total of almost two billions of Euros. It has been257

verified that almost 70% of the proposed interventions fall within or close to areas classified258

with a high landslide hazard (link here), making the classification of the territory of high259

relevance to establish the remediation funding priorities. Italy is also characterized by an260

active geodynamics related to the geological evolution of the two major mountain chains,261

i.e. the Alps in the north and the Apennines throughout the peninsula, as testified by the262

distribution of earthquakes and volcanic activity. More specifically, the Alps’ chain shows263

a double-verging growth, involving the exhumation of metamorphic rocks. Conversely, the264

Apennines chain consists of a single-east-verging belt, mostly characterized by thin-skinned265

tectonics. As a consequence, earthquakes show prevalent compressional focal mechanisms266

at the fronts of the two chains and extensional mechanisms along the Apennines backbone267

(Carminati et al., 2010). The highest magnitude seismic events, with peak ground accel-268

eration (PGA) values higher than 0.225g and a return time of 475 years, are expected in269

the central-southern Apennines, Calabria region (on the southwest of the Italian peninsula),270

in the southeastern part of Sicily island and in the north-eastearn sector of the Alps chain.271

Medium to low seismic acceleration values (PGA up to 0.225 g) are expected with a return272

time of 475 years along the entire Alpine Arch, along the entire western Italian coast and273

the peri-Adriatic regions (eastern Italian coast). Ultimately, the Sardinia island is the only274

sector with very low seismic hazard (link here). The national probabilistic model of seismic275

hazard in Italy has been generated also thanks to the continuously ongoing collection and276

study of the Italian seismogenic sources inventoried in the Database of Italian Seismogenic277

Sources (DISS) catalogue (link here).278

3.2 CEDIT catalogue279

The EQtLs susceptibility model we built in this study is based on data collected in the CEDIT280

(Italian acronym of “Italian database of earthquake-triggered ground failures”) catalogue281

(Martino et al., 2014). This catalogue contains records of several ground effects triggered282

by earthquakes within the Italian territory from 1117 d.C. to August 16th 2018, when the283

Mw 5.1 Montecilfone earthquake occurred in the Molise region (Prestininzi and Romeo,284

2000; Fortunato et al., 2012; Martino et al., 2019, 2020a). The latest release of the catalogue285
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(Caprari et al., 2018) is available online at (link here), and consists of a relational geodatabase286

in which each earthquake is associated with all the multiple ground-failure effects induced by287

it. For earthquakes occurred before 1980, the information about the induced ground failures288

are mainly taken by historical documents and literature, while the ground effects induced by289

more recent events have been surveyed directly on the field by the CERI (Research Centre for290

the Geological Risks of Sapienza University of Roma) working group (see Martino et al., 2017,291

for more details on the standard cataloging procedure). The collected earthquake-triggered292

ground effects are grouped into 5 macro-categories: i) landslides; ii) ground-cracks; iii)293

liquefactions; iv) surface faulting; and v) ground changes such as subsidence or sinkholes.294

These main categories are further divided into sub-categories, reporting the type of effect,295

such as (e.g.) the landslide kinematic type (according to Varnes and the IAEG Commission296

on Landslides and Other Mass-Movements, 1984).297

The updated version of the CEDIT contains data related to 173 earthquakes, spatially298

distributed over more than 1575 Italian localities, for a total of 3989 seismic-induced effects,299

out of which 2222 are landslides (equal to 56%), 903 ground-cracks (23%), 486 liquefac-300

tion phenomena (12%), 183 surface faulting (4%) and 195 phenomena of permanent ground301

level deformation (5%). The main information associated with each earthquake-triggered302

ground effect are the geographical coordinates, the type of effect, the epicentral distance,303

the macroseismic intensity (MCS scale; Sieberg, 1930) attributed to the effect site and the304

main lithology involved. More specifically, regarding the geolocalisation of the effects, 5305

different classes of georeferencing exist in accordance with the administrative hierarchy of306

Italian territories. With this aim, the CEDIT also features an error estimation assigned to307

each ground effect location according to the following ranking scheme, from the most to the308

least accurate (Martino et al., 2014):309

• class 5: site coordinates (high quality location from historical documents or GPS mea-310

surement) associated with no error or negligible;311

• class 4: locality coordinates (area extent of square kilometres) associated with an312

average error of 1 km;313

• class 3: main town coordinates (area extent of tens of square kilometres) associated314

with an average error of 3 km;315

• class 2: municipality coordinates (area extent of hundreds of square kilometres) asso-316

ciated with an average error of 10 km;317

• class 1: region coordinates (area extent of thousands of square kilometres) associated318

with an average error of 30 km.319

In general, the older the effects, the greater are the errors in geographical location.320

However, the revision of historical sources has led to the attribution of high georeferencing321

classes also to effects triggered by earthquakes occurred before the use of GPS became322
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common practice. The latest revision of the CEDIT catalogue was carried out in 2020 for323

the Reggio and Messina 1908 earthquake, based on the data reported in Comerci et al.324

(2015), and led to attribution of class 5 to 87 effects that previously belonged to minor325

classes (Martino et al., 2020c). With the aim to provide a reliable geolocalized landslide326

dataset, the susceptibility analysis here presented only featured EQtLs extracted from the327

CEDIT catalogue and they were split in two different subsets (Fig.1):328

1. An “Input dataset” containing 1545 landslides, all belonging to the georeferencing class329

5. These were induced by the earthquakes that occurred in Italy from 1908 to 2018.330

2. A “Check dataset” containing 465 landslides with georeferencing classes ranging from331

1 to 4, induced by all the earthquakes contained in the CEDIT catalogue, and 54332

landslides belonging to the georeferencing class 5, induced by earthquakes that occurred333

in Italy before 1908.334

Figure 1: Bar chart showing the distribution of the type of EQtLs for Input dataset (a)
and for Check dataset (b), together with the georeferencing class distribution for the Check
dataset only (b).

We used the Input dataset for the training and cross-validation-test cycles of the neural335

network, whereas we used the Check dataset to perform a-posteriori and independent ver-336

ification of the EQtLs susceptibility map of Italy. The spatial distribution of the two here337
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considered datasets (i.e., earthquake-induced landslides for Input and Check) are shown in338

Figure 2.339

Figure 2: a) Spatial distribution of EQtLs belonging to Input dataset and b) of EQtLs
belonging to Check dataset, coloured on the basis of their georeferencing class.

The epicentral distance is an important feature to be collected when compiling a dataset340

of earthquake-triggered ground effects. The Keefer curve (Keefer, 1984) and its upgrade341

(Rodrıguez et al., 1999) is an experimental curve that defines the maximum expected epi-342

central distance of a landslide induced by an earthquake of a given magnitude and is taken343

as reference to evaluate the reliability of an EQtLs dataset. Martino et al. (2014) defined a344

similar curve for Italy (the CEDIT curve) calibrated taking into account rock fall and dis-345

rupted landslides induced by earthquakes occurred starting from 1908 (Reggio and Messina346

earthquake) until 2012 (Emilia earthquake) and geolocalised with greater precision than347

those further away in time. The maximum distances of earthquake-induced effects surveyed348

with the use of GPS immediately after the seismic sequence of central Italy in 2016-2017349

(Martino et al., 2019) and after the Montecilfone earthquake in 2018 (Martino et al., 2020a)350

well respected the maximum epicentral distance for disrupted landslides defined for Italy351

(CEDIT curve). In this way, the Input dataset respects the CEDIT curve and can thus be352

considered as a reliable dataset to train the neural network (see Figure 3).353
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Figure 3: Magnitude–distance relationships for landslides in time periods 1908–2012 (black
circles) compared to Keefer (1984) upper bound for disrupted landslides (red dashed line).
Black dotted lines represent the standard error of the best-fit line for Italy (black dashed line)
based on the CEDIT catalogue. Further effect triggered by the most recent earthquakes: 1
- 2016 Amatrice earthquake (orange circle); 2 - 2016 Castelsantangelo sul Nera earthquake
(blue circle); 3 - 2016 Norcia earthquake (green circle); 3bis- 2016 Norcia earthquake outlier
(white circle); 4 - 2017 Capitignano earthquake (purple circle); 5 - 2017 Ischia earthquake
(grey circle); 6 - 2018 Montecilfone earthquake (yellow circle); (modified from Martino et al.,
2014).
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4 Model building strategy354

4.1 Mapping unit355

A mapping unit in landslide science is considered to be a geographical object upon which the356

landscape is partitioned (Carrara, 1988). Such units constitute the spatial domain used to357

aggregate terrain and thematic properties as well as the units for which a given susceptibility358

model estimates the probability of landslide occurrence (Carrara, 1983). The vast majority of359

the landslide susceptibility literature is based on regular mapping units shaped as a squared360

(e.g., Jibson et al., 2000; Steger et al., 2020) or hexagonal (Avolio et al., 2013; Lupiano361

et al., 2018) lattice. However, when it comes to statistically-based applications, the way362

these units are used is generally flawed for a few reasons. These have been extensively363

described in Reichenbach et al. (2018) and we direct the reader to this article for more364

details. Nevertheless, we will briefly summarize those reasons below. First, the size of the365

grid is almost constantly chosen with a resolution that simply matches the resolution of366

the available Digital Elevation Model (DEM) rather than following a scientifically sound367

criterion. The choice is chiefly controlled by the availability of data, which is unrelated to368

the actual landslide initiation process. In other words, a grid-cell-based partition of the369

landscape is independent from the failure mechanisms because landslides are not spatially370

continuous phenomena such as temperature or rainfall patterns for instance. Conversely,371

landslides are discrete geomorphological processes that occur on slopes rather than a grid-372

cell. Furthermore, the choice of the grid-cell size is chosen independently of the landslide type373

(Cama et al., 2016), which intuitively should involve a much larger unstable area for deep-374

seated landslides (thus requiring a larger theoretical grid-cell) and a much more localized375

triggering area for shallow slope failures (thus requiring a smaller theoretical grid-cell). The376

main weakness of this mapping unit is also its translation into an operational tool. In fact,377

when we look at a landscape we do not see grids but rather slopes and this is reflected378

especially in the output of a grid-cell-based susceptibility model. In fact, whenever a small379

grid-cell is estimated to be unstable while being contextually surrounded by stable grids, the380

choice on which action is more appropriate to take from a risk perspective becomes unclear.381

Most of these issues do not affect a valid alternative represented by a Slope Unit (SU)382

partition. These are mapping units bounded by ridges catchment/subcatchment divides and383

streamlines (Carrara et al., 1991, 1995). Therefore, they are expressed at a spatial scale384

compatible with slope stabilization procedures. Besides, they offer a landscape subdivision385

which respects the morpho-dynamic behavior of a theoretical landslide initiation process.386

They also come with some limitations although of minor impact to the overall landslide387

susceptibility assessment. In fact, if for the grid-cell case assigning a predictor value for a388

given unit is a straightforward task because the resolution is usually identical to the DEM389

and other satellite-derived properties. Conversely, a SU case implies that within a single390

unit thousands if not millions of values are associated to terrain and thematic properties. In391

other words, a SU choice requires an additional step which corresponds to the aggregations or392
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upscaling of properties that are represented over space with a much higher resolution. And,393

this aggregation step is not standardized in the literature. Oftentimes, mean and standard394

deviation values are extracted for numerical properties at the scale of the single SU (e.g.,395

Guzzetti et al., 2006). But, these could also be expressed via different summary distribution396

metrics, e.g. such as quantiles (Amato et al., 2019). Similarly, it is not standardized the397

way categorical properties such as lithology or land use are aggregated at the SU scale. At398

times the literature reports cases where the dominant class contained in a given SU is used399

to represent the whole unit itself (e.g., Schlögel et al., 2018). However, examples can also400

be found where percentages of several classes’ extents with respect to the given SU are used401

instead (e.g., Castro Camilo et al., 2017).402

Nevertheless, SUs are undoubtedly a valid option for landslide susceptibility assessments,403

since they are able to capture the variability of the landscape associated with the failure404

process, by maximizing homogeneity of slope steepness and aspect within a single unit and405

heterogeneity of the same between adjacent SUs (Alvioli et al., 2016). In this study, we select406

a SU partition of the Italian territory. In addition to the above mentioned reasons, for such407

a large study area, choosing a small regular lattice would have inevitably produced several408

tens of millions of grid-cells. In turn this would have required massive computational costs.409

The alternative of seeking a reasonable size of the dataset would have instead produced410

grid-cells which would have been individually very coarse (in the order of hundreds and411

even up to thousands of meters). Therefore, a single grid-cells may have spanned over two412

or more small subcatchment ridges, neglecting any geomorphological representation of the413

landscape under study. The SUs we used were made available by Alvioli et al. (2016) at414

the following address (link here). In their work, Alvioli and co-authors computed SUs for415

the whole Italian territory with an exceptional level of detail. As a result, the size of most416

the mapping unit was confined below a single kilometer squared. This is shown in Figure417

4, where we summarized the distribution of all the SUs’ planimetric areas, ranging from418

approximately 0.1 km2 to 10 km2.419

To support the analyses in this study, we assigned stable conditions’ labels to SU not420

intersected by landslides contained in the Input dataset. On the contrary, we assigned an421

unstable label to all the SUs intersecting a landslide. Below we will provide a description of422

the predictor set we chose and we stress the reader that to aggregate each predictor at the423

SU scale, we used the mean and standard deviation criterion for continuous properties as424

well as the dominant class for categorical properties.425

4.2 Predictor variables426

To support the modeling protocol at a scale comparable to the whole Italian territory, we427

selected a broad set of predictors aimed at expressing properties known or assumed to in-428

fluence landslide occurrences. In Tab.1, we provide a general overview of these predictors429

by grouping them into macro-classes, namely geological, seismic, anthropic, terrain and hy-430

drological characteristics. And, in the following subsections, we will provide more details on431
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Figure 4: Distribution of SU planimetric areas. The x-axis is plotted in logarithmic scale to
improve the figure readability. The 95% Confidence Interval is calculated as the difference
between the 97.5 and the 2.5 percentiles of the SU area.

each specific characteristic. Before describing these properties, it is important to note that432

some of them may be related to one another. In other words, one or more predictors may433

explain the variability of another one, or even more than just one. More specifically, this434

relation may behave quite linearly which, for statistically-based models, typically hinders435

the algorithm convergence to the solution. This situation (commonly referred to collinear-436

ity) arises especially for linear models whenever the design matrix is not invertible (in case437

of strong linear dependence among predictors) or close to being non-invertible (in case of438

milder linear dependence among predictors). The latter will still negatively affect the model439

by inflating the variance estimates (McElroy and Jach, 2019). However, ANNs, thanks to440

their intrinsic non-linearity and overparameterization, are much less sensitive to collinearity441

issues. In cases where this internal dependence among predictors exists, ANNs spread the442

estimated weights over the collinear variables to take into account the different noise levels,443

taking actually advantage in terms of predictive performance. Therefore, we have chosen to444

keep the whole predictor set (more details will be provided in Section 4.3).445

Here we conclude by noting that the selected predictors are in line with those selected by446

other studies in the field of EQtLs susceptibility (e.g., Shao et al., 2019) and reflect factors447

considered particularly favorable in inducing landslides in the Italian territory by national448

reports (link here). Further, as mentioned above, the possible presence of collinear predictors449

is handled by the neural network. And, the final number of predictors will consists of 167450

layers.451
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Table 1: List of the predictors assigned to each slope unit. Codes reported in “Predic-
tors code and description” have been used to represent the results of the permutation fea-
ture importance. Predictors have been grouped as indicated in “Group” to perform the
combination-groups analysis.
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4.2.1 Geothematic predictors452

We considered three geo-thematic properties, detailed below:453

1. Landforms are specific geomorphic features on the earth’s surface which encompass454

both large-scale terrains such as plains or mountain ranges and small-scale character-455

istics such as single hills or valleys (Jacek, 1997). The work of Guisan et al. (1999)456

first and Jenness (2006) later has pioneered the automatic extraction of such features457

from DEMs. More recently, Jasiewicz and Stepinski (2013) have implemented an effi-458

cient automatic classification tool for landforms named geomorphon (link here), which459

returns 10 terrain morphologies in 10 classes: 1) flat, 2) summit, 3) ridge, 4) shoulder,460

5) spur, 6) slope, 7) hollow, 8) footslope, 9) valley, 10) depression. In this study, we461

used geormophon to initially calculate the ten landforms and in a subsequent step, we462

have aggregated this information at the SU scale by assigning to a given mapping unit463

the most representative class (or the class with the largest planimetric extent).464

2. Similarly, we have assigned to each SU the predominant lithological type. This geologi-465

cal information was retrieved from the Geological Map of Italy at 1:500,000 scale. This466

map was based on 1:100,000 and 1:50,000 national geological cartography or geological467

maps (Tacchia et al., 2005). Overall, after the aggregation step, 21 lithology classes468

have been assigned to SUs across the whole Italian territory. Tab.2 offers a description469

of each class.470

3. The predominant soil type was assigned to each SU on the basis of the european471

soil map compiled by the European Commission - Joint Research Centre (Finke and472

Montanarella, 2001). In this map, soils type classes are classified according to the473

World Reference Base (WRB) system, which consists of a two-levels terminology. The474

first level defines the Reference Soil Groups whereas the second level is nested within475

the first and consists of a set of principal and supplementary qualifiers (for more details,476

see link here. In this study, SUs have been classified on the basis of 91 soil types classes,477

which have been used for modeling purposes and mainly belong to the Reference Soil478

Groups reported in Tab.3.479

Concerning the categorical predictors, slope units have been labelled with “1” in corre-480

spondence of the predominant classes of geomorphon, soil type and lithology, and “0” for all481

the other classes.482

4.2.2 Seismic predictors: distance to seismogenic features483

Seismic information has been considered in the form of Euclidean distance to the nearest ac-484

tive fault and the Euclidean distance to the nearest seismogenic source. Specifically, for each485

SU, the mean distance value and its standard deviation have been computed. Data required486

to produce these predictors have been accessed from the Database of Individual Seismogenic487
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Table 2: Description of the classes of the categorical predictor “Lithology”.
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Table 3: Description of the reference soil groups compared in the classes of the categorical
predictor “Soil type”.
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Sources of Italy. An Individual Seismogenic Source is obtained by parameterizing the ge-488

ometry and kinematics of large active faults considered capable of generating earthquakes489

with a magnitude (Mw) greater than 5.5 (Basili et al., 2008; DISS-Working-Group, 2018).490

This corresponds to an active fault that has accumulated some displacement in the recent491

past and can be considered very likely to produce a new offset in the near future (link here).492

The use of PGA as a predictor of landslide triggering was avoided since it could be prob-493

lematic and affected by conceptual mistakes. More in particular, the PGA derived from494

official hazard maps (link here) does not represent the distribution of shaking effects during495

an earthquake, i.e. are not representative for a earthquake-induced landslide scenario, and496

as a consequence it cannot be linked to the effects inventoried in the CEDIT catalogue. As a497

conceptual example, for the slope units including inventoried landslides, the triggering PGA498

values (i.e. related to the shake map of the occurred earthquake) could be significantly lower499

than the PGA values expected on the basis of the National seismic hazard map. On the500

other hand, the use of PGA derived from shaking maps at the location of each inventoried501

landslide in the CEDIT catalogue is not available for the whole dataset, especially in case of502

not recent earthquakes. Moreover, it is worth noting that in case of a prediction scenario the503

distribution of PGA values is not directly linked to the seismogenic fault distance, as local504

amplification effects can occur and modify the expected ground motion respect to what pro-505

vided based on the National attenuation law (Sabetta and Pugliese, 1987). In light of this,506

we preferred the distances from active faults and seismogenic sources to the more common507

PGA. In fact, on the one hand, the Distance from DISS seismogenic sources can be directly508

measured and can account for the local variability of ground acceleration that takes place509

during an earthquake. On the other hand, by also considering the distance from active fault510

segments we contextually provided a more capillary distribution of the possible seismogenic511

sources.512

4.2.3 Terrain predictors513

Concerning Terrain predictors, we used the 20m DEM released by the Italian Institute for514

Environmental Research in 2013 (link here). And, for each slope unit, we calculated the515

mean value and the standard deviation of the following derivatives:516

• Elevation (e.g., Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005) can be considered as a proxy for climate-517

related characteristics (e.g., ground temperature or even the precipitation itself when518

high ridges play the role of meteorological barriers). And, its standard deviation per519

slope unit mimics the signal of surface roughness.520

• Eastness and Northness, these are computed as the sine and cosine of the Aspect521

expressed in radians, respectively (Lombardo et al., 2018). These are two linear com-522

ponents of the nonlinear slope exposition signal, a common proxy for strata attitude523

and localized dry/wet soil conditions.524
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• Slope gradient (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987) expresses the potential gravitational525

forces acting over a given slope.526

• General, Longitudinal and Tangential Curvatures (Evans, 1980; Wood, 1996), Planar527

and Profile Curvatures (Heerdegen and Beran, 1982). Plan and profile curvatures carry528

the signal of the potential soil availability, and potential small scale hydraulic and529

gravitational forces (Ohlmacher, 2007). Conversely, cross-sectional curvature measures530

the curvature perpendicular to the down slope direction. As a result, it detects small531

scale features such as channels. Longitudinal curvature plays a similar role but parallel532

to the down slope direction (Patel and Sotiropoulos, 1997).533

• Topographic Positioning Index (TPI, De Reu et al., 2013) measures the difference534

between elevation of a focal cell and the average elevation within a predetermined535

radius.536

• Topographic Roughness Index (TRI, Riley et al., 1999) expresses rough terrains con-537

ditions.538

• Topographic Wetness Index (TWI, Beven and Kirkby, 1979) expresses the terrain539

tendency to retain water at a given location, as a function of local slope steepness and540

upslope contributing areas. Therefore, it conveys the information related to potential541

high pore pressure conditions distributed over the landscape or the presence of open542

floodplains.543

• The area of each slope unit (ASU) controls the availability of potential material to fail.544

4.2.4 Anthropic predictors: distance to roads545

An ideal situation to inform any predictive model of the potential destabilizing effect of road546

cuts would be to collect the exact location and height of the cut. However, such information547

is available only for the location component and no height characteristics can be accessed548

for the whole Italian road network. For this reason, we opt to compute the Euclidean549

distance from roads at buffers equal to 5, 10, 50 and 100 meters. Subsequently, a series of550

statistical metrics of the distances to roads have been calculated for each SU, namely mean,551

maximum and minimum distance of the unit from the closest road and the portion of the552

territory extending within certain distance ranges. Therefore, the following statistics have553

been calculated for every slope unit using the Zonal Statistics Plugin, in QGis 3.10.4 (Graser,554

2016).555

• Count: the count of the number of pixels at a <100m distance;556

• Sum: the sum of the pixel distance values;557

• Mean: the mean distance;558
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• Min: the minimum distance;559

• Max: the maximum distance;560

• Range: the range (max - min) of distance;561

• Majority: the most represented distance within a slope unit;562

• Count<5: the count of the number of pixels at a <5m distance.563

4.2.5 Hydrological predictors: distance to watercourses564

The Euclidean distance from watercourses has been computed similarly to the road network565

case. This time though, we extracted ten equally spaced (100 m wide) buffer zones from 0566

up to 1000 m from each streamline. The same summary statistics calculated for the distance567

from the road network have been computed also for the hydrological network with respect568

to each slope unit.569

4.3 Artificial Neural Network570

The used ANN architecture has been optimized to perform a binary classification between571

stable and unstable slope units. Stable slope units are those SUs with no EQtLs while unsta-572

ble SUs contain at least one landslide of the Input dataset. The ANN training is performed573

on balanced classes datasets. The used network is a “shallow” ANN whose architecture is a574

two-layers fully connected feed-forward network. For the hidden layer, a sigmoid activation575

function has been considered. The output layer is a “softmax layer”, in which the outputs576

are normalized into probabilities proportional to the exponentials of the input values. The577

network is trained by scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation. To limit any overfitting578

effect an “early stopping by validation” training criterion has been adopted. The classifica-579

tion process associates a probability value, from 0 to 1, to each slope unit to be susceptible580

to EQtLs. Finally, an a-posteriori threshold of 0.5 has been selected to discriminate between581

stable and unstable classes. In order to be correctly trained to distinguish between stable582

and unstable slope units, the ANN needed to learn from samples of both classes. We set a583

fixed number of samples per class (equal to the number of all the slope units with landslides).584

Therefore, the Input dataset counted for 523 positives (i.e. slope units with landslides) and585

an equal number of negatives (i.e. slope units without landslides), these latter chosen ran-586

domly from the larger number available. The Input dataset was then split as follows: 70% of587

samples was used to train the network, 15% was used for validation and 15% as test dataset.588

The training dataset is used to optimise the weights and the bias assigned to each node of589

the ANN. After each step of the iterative training, the ANN classification is applied also on590

the validation dataset and the classification performances on the two datasets are monitored.591

As the classification performance continues to improve on the training dataset but worsens592

on the validation dataset, the training process is early stopped and overfitting of the model593
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is avoided. Finally, the test dataset is a completely independent dataset used to test the594

reproducibility of performances obtained on the first two sets. In order to build a statistically595

significant distribution of the classification results and performance metrics, we replicated596

the training procedure 100 times. To ensure the maximum statistical independence, for each597

of the 100 replicates, the training, validation and test datasets are recreated from scratch as598

described before. Furthermore, the initial values of ANN weights and biases are randomly599

changed. Fixed the ANN architecture, some of the operating network hyperparameters, and600

in particular the number of nodes in the hidden layer, have been tuned to achieve the best601

and more reliable performances. In the “tuning” tests, the ANN performance was calculated602

as True Positive Rate (TPR, or Recall). TPR is the ratio between the number of true pos-603

itives (i.e. those samples correctly predicted by the model as belonging to the given class)604

and the sum of true positives and false negatives (i.e. those samples the model predicted605

as belonging to a given class while they were not). A number varying from 1 to 6 nodes606

in the hidden layer has been tested. It resulted in a TPR increase as the number of nodes607

increased. The number of nodes was finally set to 4 as being the smallest number of nodes,608

which still produced a significant increase in performances. At the end of each of the 100609

training replicates, the ANN was run on all the SUs, covering the whole national territory.610

The mean of the probability values output from the 100 classification replicates, as well611

as their standard deviation, was calculated and was used to plot the Earthquake-induced612

Landslide Susceptibility Map of Italy.613

4.4 Performance assessment: validation routines614

Typically, classification algorithms do not directly provide the membership of a given sample615

to one of the possible classes. Rather, they provide a probability value that the given sample616

belongs to one of the possible classes. In the case of binary classification, this type of617

information makes it possible to establish a certain threshold value to associate a particular618

sample to one of the two possible classes: positive and negative (or presence and absence).619

Only those samples for which the classification algorithm determines probability values of620

belonging to the positive class greater than the threshold value will be classified as such.621

The most appropriate way to investigate the discriminatory capabilities of a binary classifier622

for each possible value of the discrimination threshold between 0 and 1 is commonly the623

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC; Rahmati et al., 2019) plot. ROC plots, for any624

threshold value between 0 and 1, report the TPR on the y-axis and the False Positive Rate625

(FPR or fall-out) on the x-axis. FPR is defined as the ratio between false positives and all626

the negatives, namely false positives + true negatives. False positives are samples classified627

as belonging to the class of interest while they were actually not, whereas true negatives are628

those samples correctly predicted by the model as not belonging to the class of interest. The629

Area Under the Curve (AUC) is strictly linked to the shape of the ROC curve and it is a630

good proxy of the overall capability of a model to distinguish between two classes, regardless631

of what classification threshold is chosen. AUC assumes values between 0 and 1 gradually632
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increasing with the classification capabilities of the model. For example, an AUC value of633

0.5 corresponds to a random sample classification. If AUC is 1 the model is perfectly able to634

distinguish between positive class and negative class (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). As said,635

a probability threshold of 0.5 has been chosen to classify each slope unit as stable or unstable.636

The choice of this threshold value is the natural choice when training binary classifiers on637

balanced datasets (see, Frattini et al., 2010). This choice is also confirmed by examining638

the point of the average ROC corresponding to a threshold value of 0.5 (as also reported in639

Fig.5a). This point is in fact the closest one to a TPR equal to 1 and an FPR equal to zero.640

A threshold value of 0.5 is therefore the best compromise to obtain both high TPR and low641

FPR values. Once the threshold value has been chosen, it is possible to further investigate642

the obtained discrimination capabilities by the means, for instance, of a Confusion Plot643

(Rossi and Reichenbach, 2016; Lombardo et al., 2020b). Conversely to ROC (and AUC),644

Confusion Plot is a threshold-dependent method to evaluate the classification performance.645

It has TPR on the y-axis and TNR on the x one. In model performance evaluation, TNR646

stands for True Negative Rate and is the ratio between the number of true negatives and the647

sum of true negatives and false positives. In this study, TNR refers to the success rate in648

classifying slope units as belonging to the “stable” class and TPR refers to the “unstable” one.649

Against this background, the performance obtained by the network in this study has been650

represented by means of both Confusion Plot and ROC (plus AUC), which are considered651

good indicators of the general performance of a model and commonly adopted in the scientific652

literature (Lombardo and Mai, 2018). Furthermore, we represented the importance assumed653

by each predictor during the classification by performing a Feature Importance analysis.654

This procedure highlights those predictors that gave a major contribution for the success655

of the susceptibility analysis. To make this, the Permutation Feature Importance (PFI)656

was adopted. The method is based on the assumption that a random variation of the657

value of an important predictor has a negative impact on the performance of the model658

greater than that of the random variation of a less important predictor (Putin et al., 2016).659

Specifically, to evaluate the importance of a given predictor for a given model, the PFI660

method is based on the comparison between the performances obtained with the original661

dataset and those obtained with a dataset in which the values of the predictor of interest are662

randomly permuted. The permutation allows the random variation of the predictor while663

preserving the natural distribution of the values of the predictor itself (Gao et al., 2020). By664

measuring the reduction of the model performance, the relative importance of the predictor665

can be evaluated (Putin et al., 2016). In the current study, the PFI was applied to each of666

the predictors. The model reduction, i.e. the PFI score of a predictor, was calculated as the667

ratio between the TPR of the non-permuted model and the TPR of the permuted model.668

FPI scores were evaluated for each of the 100 ANN replicates thus allowing the evaluation of669

a statistical distribution of the predictors importances. Also, we grouped the 167 predictors670

into 5 groups (Road, Hydro, Geo, Terrain, Seismic; see Tab.1 for more details) and we671

investigated how the network performance varies by running the classification 20 times with672
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each of all the possible different combinations of the five groups. Finally, the susceptibility673

map was verified by means of a comparison with the Check dataset and, for each Italian674

administrative region, an additional check TPR was calculated, as well as the percent of675

territory classified as unstable.676

5 Results677

Tab.4 shows the average values and standard deviation of the TPR, TNR and AUC general678

performance indicators obtained through the 100 ANN replicates. The results are reported679

for the three types of dataset we considered, namely training, validation and test. Further-680

more, we also report the values obtained for the dataset composed of the sum of the three681

subsets (All). The results in the table show high performances for the three indicators con-682

sidered. The average values for the three datasets are also comparable, demonstrating that683

the approach followed is able to limit any evident overfitting effect and the consequent loss684

of generality in the slope unit classification phase. Very limited values of the standard de-685

viations also demonstrate the robustness of the method, which is able to obtain comparable686

performances regardless of the specific datasets used in each of the 100 replicates.687

Table 4: Performance of the ANN after 100 replicates. For each indicator, mean and standard
deviation are provided.

Considering the comparability of the performances obtained on the three training, val-688

idation and test datasets, for the following results it was considered appropriate to report689

those obtained on the overall dataset composed by the three.690

Figure 5a shows (in grey) the ROC obtained for each of the 100 replicates of the ANN691

trainings. The average ROC is shown in red. In this study AUC=0.91 has been reached692

on average, with a standard deviation smaller than 0.02 (see Fig.5a and Tab.4). Beside the693

best classification threshold that resulted in being about 0.5, in Fig.5a, the TP and FP rates694

related to other eight different thresholds (from 0.1 to 0.9) are indicated by the means of black695

circles. The TPR and FPR values associated to different threshold values allow a deeper696

interpretation of the results in case of a direct analysis of the EQtLs susceptibility probability697

value that the model associates to each SU. As an example, by choosing a threshold value of698

0.8 a very low FPR (about 0.06) is obtained. This means that only a very limited fraction699

of the stable SU would be wrongly classified as unstable. As a result, those SUs that have700

been classified with a probability higher than 0.8 to be susceptible to EQtLs, are statistically701
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Figure 5: a) ROC of each of the 100 ANN replicates with, in red, the resulting average.
Circles represent different classification thresholds. Also AUC mean and standard devia-
tion values are reported. b) Confusion plot after 100 ANN replicates. Mean and standard
deviation of TPR and TNR are reported.

very significantly likely to have actually experienced landslides/be true positives. Figure 5b)702

shows, for the 100 ANN replicates, the values of the TPR parameter according to the TNR703

parameter. Mean and standard deviation ranges are also reported for both TPR and TNR.704

On average the classification has a very similar success rate for both classes (about 0.84)705

with a small standard deviation (0.02). Very similar values of TPR and TNR allow to assert706

that the classification is carried out with the same accuracy for both classes. The low value707

of the standard deviation and the absence of correlation between the values of TPR and708

TNR also make it possible to assert that the results obtained are robust with regard to the709

statistical representativeness of the samples considered and the absence of bias introduced.710

5.1 Susceptibility mapping711

After every training replicate, the ANN was applied to all the slope units of Italy and 100712

susceptibility values for each SU have been generated. The mean susceptibility of each SU,713

and its standard deviation, after 100 replicates has been considered to produce the EQtLs714

susceptibility map of Italy (Figure 6a).715

In the EQtLs susceptibility map of Italy, flat lowland areas have been taken out from the716

classification and resulted grey-coloured. Orange to red areas represent moderately to highly717

susceptible slope units (probability >0.5), while green to blue areas have been classified718

as stable. Susceptible areas are frequent in the north-eastern part of Italy and along a719

NW-SE oriented longitudinal belt that corresponds to the Apennine mountain chain. In720
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Figure 6: EQtLs susceptibility map of Italy shown as a) the mean estimated probability per
SU, through the 100 ANN replicates. And, b) as the standard deviation per SU associated
to the mean shown in the larger panel to the left.
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particular, red areas are located in correspondence of the epicentral area of historical strong721

earthquakes and a moderate density of unstable slope units is present in Calabria region,722

the most southern region of the Italian peninsula. Conversely, most of the western side of723

the peninsula and of the alpine region, in the north, are low susceptible to be affected by724

EQtLs. Also the south-east and the two main Italian islands, Sicily and Sardinia, are widely725

blue coloured. The standard deviation of the resulting classification (Figure 6b), associated726

to the mean susceptibility of every SU, is very low (<0.1) in correspondence of the high727

susceptibility SUs in central Italy and in the north-east, as well as for most of the highly728

stable areas. In general the standard deviation of the susceptibility is low (0.1 - 0.18) for729

the overall Italian territory. Higher values are present in limited spotted locations and more730

concentrated in Calabria region.731

Figure 7 shows the error plot (Rossi et al., 2010; Lombardo et al., 2014) contextually732

reporting the mean susceptibility against its standard deviation, as evaluated by the 100733

training replicates.734

Figure 7: Error plot constructed as a scatter plot (together with marginal histograms) of the
mean estimated susceptibility and associated standard deviation obtained from 100 ANN
replicates. Each point in the figure corresponds to a specific SU.

This type of plot allows to evaluate the robustness of the obtained model and allows the735
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decision makers to evaluate the uncertainty on how that model reliably estimates a given736

slope unit to be either stable or unstable. In other words, if a model assigns a high probability737

value to a given slope unit, but the uncertainty around that mean is large, this implies that738

some replicates may have classified the same slope unit to be stable. Therefore, one would739

ideally want to assign resources to stabilize a slope or decide whether land development740

investments can be made there, only if the mean prediction does not significantly change741

from one replicate to another. In other words, for a model to provide meaningful information,742

the relation between mean susceptibility and its uncertainty should produce a graphical bell743

shape where slope units estimated to be stable (probability close to 0) and slope units744

estimated to be unstable (probability close to 1) are associated with small uncertainties.745

And, the portion of the plot where the uncertainty is reasonable to be high corresponds to746

the central one. Figure 7 confirms this trend for our final susceptibility model.747

A point of novelty of this study is represented by the comparison of the landslide Sus-748

ceptibility map of Italy with an EQtLs dataset that was not used to train the network.749

Figure 8: C-TPR value (in map), number of False Negatives and True Positives (red and
green bars) per region with respect to the checking dataset. The dark bars represent the
regional unstable area according to the estimated susceptibility map.
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As described in Section 3, this Check dataset is constituted by 465 EQtLs, with associated750

1-to-30 km localisation error, plus 54 well georeferenced (class 5) landslides occurred before751

1908. The eventual overlapping between checking landslides and unstable SUs has been752

evaluated to verify the correctness of the susceptibility map. In order to make the checking753

process reliable, a radius sized as the associated error has been taken into account around754

the less precisely georeferenced landslides. When more than the half of the area of the755

resulting circle overlapped with unstable slope units, that landslide was considered as a756

true positive (TP). Conversely, when the overlap was limited to less than the half of the757

circle area, landslides were considered as false negatives (FN). When some parts of the758

uncertainty circles included areas with no classification (e.g. lowlands or sea), only the759

portion overlapping with classified slope units was considered. Consequently, the checking760

TPR (C-TPR) has been calculated for every Italian region. On the basis of the susceptibility761

map, also the regional percentage of unstable territory has been computed. As a result, in762

most of the Italian regions the number of TP was higher than FN, although not all the763

regions counted the same number of landslides from the checking dataset. In this regard,764

in cases of regions with at least 15 checking landslides, the evaluation of the classification765

statistics is more reliable than in regions with only few landslides (<10). In the latter case,766

C-TPR generally reached very small values. Conversely, Friuli, Veneto, Emilia-Romagna,767

Tuscany, Abruzzo, Molise, Campania and Basilicata show very good performances (C-TPR768

≥ 70%) and a high number of checking landslides (>14). In these regions, the percentage769

of unstable territory varies from around 20-40% to more than 60% in Abruzzo and Molise.770

Contextually, Lombardy, Latium, Sicily and Calabria show low to very low C-TPR despite771

the good number of checking samples. In Calabria, 36% of the regional extent has been772

classified as unstable, while in the other three regions the unstable territory is <20% or773

<10%. Nevertheless, considering the low reached C-TPR , these percentages might have774

been probably underestimated.775

5.2 Predictors’ importance776

PFI provided an interesting analysis of the importance that the single predictor had in order777

to achieve the final classification.778

In Figure 9, it can be seen that the ANN mainly relies on five or six predictors while779

most of them provides only a small individual contribution to the classification. In partic-780

ular, Geothematic and Seismic predictors play the main role: soil type (code 122), distance781

from seismogenic sources (123), lithology (31), distance from active faults (125) and geomor-782

phon (10) have the highest PFI score, respectively. The first terrain predictor in order of783

importance is represented by the mean tangential curvature of a slope unit (code 144). Its784

importance, however, varied significantly among the 100 replicates. Following, all the other785

predictors, such as other terrain predictors and the road-related ones, account for a very786

little contribution to the classification and the associated PFI standard deviation is small.787

On the basis of the EQtLs susceptibility map, the a-posteriori distribution of the classes of788
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Figure 9: Resulting scheme of the Permutation Feature Importance analysis. Predictors
codes are provided in Tab.1.

GEO predictors among the unstable slope units has been analysed at national level in Figure789

10.790

In order to make the chart clearer, only soil types with unstable slope units higher than791

10% have been reported. Concerning soil types, slope units mainly covered by Dystric792

Cambisol resulted highly susceptible to EQtLs and the 75% of them has been classified as793

unstable, although they are not numerous (<5000 in the whole national territory). In the794

WRB system, “Dystric” indicates a soil with base saturation of less than 50 percent at a795

given depth and Dystric Cambisol is located in small parts of central and south Apennine,796

in seismically very active areas, which have been historically hit by strong earthquakes.797

Further, more than 60% of slope units composed by Rendzic Leptosol have been classified as798

unstable. Rendzic Leptosol is described in the WRB system as very shallow soils immediately799

overlying highly calcareous material and is quite frequent in Italy, particularly in central and800

south Apennine as well as in Friuli and Veneto regions. According to the pedological map801

of Europe, Chromi-calcaric Luvisol is very rare in Italy. Nevertheless, almost 50% of slope802

units characterised by the main presence of this type of soil has been classified as unstable.803

In the WRB system Chromi-calcaric Luvisol is defined as a reddish calcareous with a marked804

textural differentiation whose surface horizon is been depleted of clay, which accumulated805

more in depth. Finally, almost 40% of Lithic Leptosol slope units resulted susceptible to806

EQtLs. This soil type is very shallow and presents continuous hard rock within 10 cm from807

the soil surface (Tab.3). In Italy, its occurrence is limited to central Apennine, between808

Latium and Abruzzo, and in Sicily island. Concerning lithology, 75% of slope units mainly809

constituted by chaotic sedimentary complexes and 50% of those composed by marls have810

been classified as unstable. The first lithology is composed of sandstones (also turbiditic)811

and clays, locally with evaporites and subordinately limestones. It is mainly spread in central812

Italy, along the eastern side of the Apennine chain. The second type of rock is spread in813

central Italy and in the north-west. Successively, 25-40% of arenaceous and limestone slope814

units resulted susceptible to EQtLs. Arenaceous formations crop out all over the Italian815

territory, from north-west to south and islands, mainly in mountain areas. Limestones are816

spread in central Italy, in those regions that were recently hit by strong earthquakes such817
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Figure 10: Distribution of slope units among the three geothemathic variables classes: bars
refer to the percentage of unstable slope units out the total number of slope units, per class;
diamonds indicate the total number of slope units, per class. a) refer to soil type classes.In
order to make the chart clearer, only soil types with unstable slope units higher than 10%
have been reported. b) refer to lithology classes and c) to geomorphon classes.
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as Umbria and Abruzzo, as well in the southern part of the Alps and along the coasts of818

south Italy. Finally, metamorphic rocks, mainly granitoid gneiss, whose almost 20% of slope819

units is considered unstable, are less spread than previous lithologies. In particular, they820

crop out in the northern part of the Alps and in small parts of Calabria and Sicily regions.821

Concerning the slope morphology, valley and concave slope units interestingly resulted to be822

relatively more unstable than slope units located in other parts of the slope. In detail, the823

25-35% of hollow, valley and depression slope units, has been classified as unstable against824

the 15-20% of summit, ridge, spur and slope classes. Finally, slope units which are linked825

with flat areas, such as flat, shoulder and footslope, are generally stable.826

PFI provided an analysis of importance of every single predictor and indicated that827

Geothematicand Seismic predictors play the key role for the classification between stable828

and unstable slope units. It also resulted that most of the selected predictors have an829

almost not relevant importance. Nevertheless, when grouped, the small contribution of830

the less important predictors may become significant. In this paragraph, an analysis of831

how the classification performance changes varying the combination of groups of predictors832

used by the ANN is provided. Predictors have been grouped as Terrain, Seismic, Geo (i.e.833

Geothematic), Hydrological and Roads (Anthropic) as described in Section 3. All possible834

combinations made up of a variable number of groups have been taken into account (one835

group at a time up to all five groups together). For each of the possible combinations among836

these groups, the ANN has been run 20 times and the related AUCs have been calculated.837

Figure 11 shows the box plot of the AUC values distribution among the 20 replicates and838

for all the possible combinations of predictors groups.839

Combinations are ordered by the medians of the AUC distributions. The background840

color varies according to the quartiles of the distribution of the median AUCs calculated841

over the 20 replicas per combination. The median quartiles are at AUC values of 0.84,842

0.88 and 0.89. Lower performances (AUCs lower than the first quartile, AUC<0.84) are843

generally achieved with only one or two groups, or with 3-groups combinations that contain844

Hydrology and Roads but not Geo. Good performances (AUC values between the first and845

third quartile: AUC between 0.84 and 0.89) are achieved with all the 2-groups combinations846

that include Geo. In this regard, Geo+Seismic performs the best. Also combinations with847

three or four groups achieve good performances. Finally, those combinations of predictors848

groups whose AUC is entirely included in the dark red band (AUC values greater than the849

third quartile: AUC>0.89) can be considered as the best performing ones. Among these,850

two 3-groups’ combinations are listed,851

1. Geo+Seismic+Road852

2. Geo+Seismic+Terrain853

three 4-groups’ combinations:854

1. Geo+Seismic+Terrain+Hydrology855
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Figure 11: Box plot of the AUC distribution among 20 replicates and for all the combinations
of predictors groups. Combinations are ordered by the medians of the AUC distributions.
The background color varies according to the quartiles of the distribution of the median
AUCs calculated over the 20 replicates per combination. The median quartiles are at AUC
values of 0.84, 0.88 and 0.89.
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2. Geo+Seismic+Hydrology+Road856

3. Geo+Seismic+Terrain+Road857

and the sole combination with all five groups. From the analysis of the best performing858

combinations, it is clear as Geo and Seismic predictors must be both considered in order859

to achieve median AUC higher than 0.89, and that at least another group is also needed.860

The importance of Geo (i.e. lithology, soil type and geomorphon of slope units) and Seismic861

(i.e. distances from active faults and seismogenic sources) predictors was previously indi-862

cated also by the PFI analysis. Nevertheless, what and how many predictors groups are863

needed beside Geo and Seismic was not straightforward. Related to this, on the basis of864

the interquartile range and the median of AUC values, Geo+Seismic+Terrain+Road and865

Geo+Seismic+Terrain seem to perform slightly better than all the other combinations.866

Figure 12 represents a heatmap of the mean AUC value obtained by adding one of the867

five groups of predictors to each of all their possible combinations.868

Each row contains one of the possible combinations and are sorted from top to bottom869

by the increasing number of groups. In each column, one of the five groups is present. The870

mean AUC obtained after 20 ANN replicates considering the combination in row and the871

adding of the group in column is reported in each cell of the heatmap. “Null” row and872

column respectively indicate that none of the possible combinations has been considered and873

that no groups have been added. Figure 12 (heatmap) confirms what has been previously874

seen in Fig.11 that the higher is the number of groups within a combination, the higher is the875

performance. Nevertheless, not all the groups have the same effect. When the classification876

has been carried out taking only one group at time (first row on the top), Terrain and Geo877

performed the best, with mean AUC = 0.84, and significantly better than Seismic (mean878

AUC = 0.79) although some of the Seismic features resulted among the most important in879

the full model PFI analysis. Nevertheless, Terrain+Seismic reaches AUC>0.9 only when880

Geo is added while, conversely, Geo+Seismic reaches AUC>0.9 also with Roads appearing881

that, when combined with Geo, Seismic provides a bigger contribution than Terrain. This882

led to infer that Terrain and Geo groups might bring partially overlapping information and883

that those brought by Seismic better combine with Geo than with Terrain features. In gen-884

eral, when the Geo group is added to whatever combination (second column from the left in885

Fig.12), the mean AUC reaches 0.9 in seven cases and it never goes below 0.8. This means886

that the Geo predictors have a high importance for the ANN and their presence ensures887

very good performances, whatever other group is added to the combination. Similarly, Seis-888

mic predictors allow to reach mean AUC ≥ 0.9 when added to six different combinations.889

Further, when they are present, performance decreases below 0.8 only in one case and the890

combination Geo+Seismic achieves AUC = 0.89. Conversely to Geo and Seismic, only four891

combinations that include Hydrological predictors allow to achieve a mean AUC of at least892

0.9 and, in all these cases, Geo is present. Also, two combinations that include Hydrological893

predictors do not reach AUC = 0.8. Finally, five combinations containing Roads and five894
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Figure 12: Heatmap of the mean AUC values after 20 replicates for all the combinations
of predictors groups. Combinations are obtained by adding the group in column to the
combination in row. Combinations in rows are sorted from top to bottom by the increasing
number of groups. In each column, one of the five groups is present. “Null” row and column
respectively indicate that none of the possible combinations has been considered and that
no groups have been added.
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combinations containing Terrain reach mean AUC = 0.9. This means that the probability to895

reach very good performance by a combination that contains Road-related predictors is the896

same as a combination that includes terrain predictors. However, when Roads is added to897

Geo and Seismic, AUC arrives to 0.91 viceversa, when Terrain is added to Geo and Seismic,898

AUC averagely arrives to 0.92. Adding Roads to Geo+Seismic+Terrain brings a contri-899

bution lower than 0.01 while, adding Hydrology, performance decreases to 0.90. Besides,900

0.92 is the highest mean AUC reached by the ANN and is due to the main contribution of901

Geo and, successively, Seismic information. Terrain predictors would have a much higher902

importance, when grouped, than that resulted by the single predictors analysis. But its903

information might be partially provided also by Geo predictors and, when combined with904

other groups, it accounts for slope units variability less than Geo group, ending to provide905

only +0.03 to the combination Geo+Seismic. From this analysis, the key role of Geo and906

Seismic predictors is confirmed and emphasized. Also, a significant contribution of Terrain907

has been proven. At the same time, the non-significance of distance to rivers as a pre-908

dictor for EQtLs susceptibility is resulted and a not ignorable contribution to improve the909

classification performance is given by the presence of roads. Finally, concerning what can910

be selected as the most performing combination among all the possible and tested ones, it911

should be noted that the differences between the mean AUC values for the three best me-912

dian AUC combinations, that are, Geo+Seismic+Terrain, Geo+Seismic+Terrain+Road and913

Geo+Seismic+Terrain+Road+Hydro, are not statistically significant (p-value = 0.86 with914

one-way ANOVA test).915

6 Discussions916

The sections below are meant to provide the reader with an overview of strengths and917

potential weaknesses of the modeling protocol we implemented, these discussed both from918

the data as well as the modeling strategy perspectives.919

6.1 Supporting arguments920

6.1.1 Quality and completeness921

Data quality and completeness are two main features to evaluate the reliability of landslide922

inventories (Guzzetti et al., 2012; Tanyaş and Lombardo, 2019, 2020). Quality can be de-923

fined based on geolocalisation precision while completeness represents the extent to which924

an inventory includes all the landslides effectively occurred during a triggering event, e.g.925

earthquake in the case of EQtLs (Guzzetti et al., 2012). Both of these characteristics di-926

rectly affect the reliability of a landslide susceptibility model and contribute to its accuracy927

(Lombardo and Mai, 2018). In this regard, the CEDIT catalogue, on which the susceptibil-928

ity analysis presented here is based, exhaustively fulfils the above mentioned requirements929

of completeness and quality, representing a very detailed collection of information about930
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earthquake-induced ground effects in Italy from 1117 A.D. to date. Concerning complete-931

ness, as described in Material and Methods paragraph, this catalogue was built through a932

systematic revision of historical archives and documents (for older earthquakes) and by a933

capillary field surveys of induced effects carried out immediately following recent earthquakes934

greater than Mw 4.0 (as like the Mw 4.0 Casamicciola 2017 earthquake, which induced 11935

ground effects between landslides and ground cracks – (Martino et al., 2020b) – and the Mw936

5.1 Montecilfone 2018 earthquake that induced 88 ground effects between landslides and937

ground cracks and represents the last strong earthquake that hit the Italian territory, (Mar-938

tino et al., 2020a). All this makes the CEDIT an unicum in the world (Tanyaş et al., 2017)939

since systematic inventories of historical documented earthquake-induced ground failures for940

an entire country have been rarely produced until now. A first attempt was provided, for ex-941

ample, by Youd and Hoose (1978) who reported data of about 350 localities in which several942

kinds of ground failures took place after 46 earthquakes that struck North California but943

only between 1800 and 1970. However, the fact remains that when it comes to historical or944

prehistoric earthquakes, data incompleteness is an unavoidable problem due to the difficulty945

of making the analysis of historical sources and chronicles very exhaustive. For this rea-946

son, the CEDIT database is constantly updated both with regard to historical earthquakes,947

e.g., the update regarding the effects produced by the Reggio and Messina 1908 earthquake948

on the basis of new data published by Comerci et al. (2015); Martino et al. (2020c) and,949

obviously, recent earthquakes. Moreover, the current trend is to exploit the power of the950

internet through blog or on-line repositories which can be upgraded in real time after an951

earthquake occurrence thereby allowing a very fast process of reporting (Petley et al., 2005;952

Kirschbaum et al., 2010), e.g., for the CEDIT catalogue by compiling the on-line notification953

form of earthquake-induced ground effect. Regarding the quality of the data collected in954

the CEDIT, as already presented in the Materials and Methods paragraph, a geolocalisation955

class is attributed to each ground effect, with an associated uncertainty (0 m in class 5 up956

to 30 km in class 1). Usually, the older the effect, the higher is the error related to its geolo-957

calisation, since this was not possible to be attributed by the means of a GPS. Nevertheless,958

thanks to the above mentioned constant analysis of bibliographic sources of historical effects,959

an update toward class 5 was possible also for several ancient landslides. Such meticulous-960

ness in the compilation of the CEDIT allowed that the EQtLs included in the input dataset,961

which served to train the network, are all characterised by a geolocalisation class equal to962

5 and fairly evenly distributed throughout the Italian peninsula as consequences of strong963

earthquakes from 1908 to 2018. Further, as reported in Material and Methods paragraph,964

the input dataset also well respects the CEDIT curve, calculated by Martino et al. (2014)965

for Italy on the basis of the Keefer curve (Keefer, 1984), and its upgrade (Rodrıguez et al.,966

1999), making the input dataset a very reliable dataset to train the neural network.967
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6.1.2 ANN performance overview968

The ANN performance was very good. In detail, after 100 replicates mean AUC was 0.91969

and the associated standard deviation was 0.01. Considering that both positive and negative970

samples (i.e. slope units with and without landslides) within training, test and validation971

datasets changed at every replicate, the very low standard deviation is an excellent result,972

which demonstrates a solid stability of the network. Also the ability to distinguish between973

the two classes was high: averagely, TPR, namely the ability to correctly classify unsta-974

ble slope units, was 0.85 while TNR, proficiency in classifying stable slope units, was 0.84.975

Both metrics show standard deviation lower than 0.02 after 100 replicates confirming the976

robustness of the classification. In particular, the classification error plot shows low stan-977

dard deviations especially for those SUs classified as extremely stable (mean susceptibility978

<0.25) or unstable (mean susceptibility >0.75), giving rise to a high reliability of the final979

susceptibility model. These outputs fulfill the aim of the work to perform a robust suscep-980

tibility analysis of earthquake triggered landslides at the national scale which, being trained981

on landslides distributed over more than one century and over the whole Italian territory,982

could serve as a basis to prioritise funds for remedial interventions at national to regional983

levels.984

6.1.3 EQtLs Susceptibility patterns985

The EQtLs susceptibility map of Italy obtained by the means of the neural network approach986

was compared with a landslide distribution map of Italy derived from the IFFI inventory. We987

recall here that the IFFI inventory does not focus on a specific trigger but it rather reports988

landslides whose genesis is linked to rainfall, earthquake, snowmelt and anthropic effects.989

The comparison reveals an interesting output which regards the main distribution of990

earthquake-induced landslide all along a more internal portion of the Apennine Chain back-991

bone (Figure 13).992

As a result, the eastern coastal zone is less predisposed to landslide triggering due to993

earthquakes. On the north, along the Alps Chain, the highest susceptibility zone corresponds994

to the eastearn area, namely parts of Veneto and Friuli regions, where seismogenic sources995

are more concentrated. It is worth noting that the IFFI inventory takes only partially996

into account first time failures related to rock mass (i.e. falls, topplings, slidings) as their997

sizing is often out of the database resolution. On the contrary, the highest percentage of998

earthquake-induced failures inventoried in the CEDIT and located in mountain areas consists999

of disrupted landslides (sensu Keefer, 1984). This justifies the high susceptibility referred1000

to the Southern Apennine backbone (i.e., Basilicata and Calabria regions) if compared with1001

the low concentration of IFFI inventoried landslides.1002

As stated previously, the general purpose of the work was to provide a reliable overview of1003

the earthquake-triggered landslide susceptibility in Italy. The average dimensions of the cho-1004

sen mapping unit, i.e. 0.7 km2 slope units, provides a detailed level of spatial resolution to the1005

susceptibility map but cannot be used for projecting applications or municipality planning.1006
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Figure 13: a) Map of landslide density derived by the IFFI inventory. Each pixel is 5x5 km. b)
Earthquake-triggered susceptibility map of Italy produced in this study. Zooms of the maps
in a) and in b) are shown in the upper and the lower bands, respectively. Circles represent
the landslides of the input dataset used in the ANN training process. Triangles represent the
landslides of the checking dataset used for an ex-post evaluation of the susceptibility map.
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Nevertheless, the here obtained map represents an accurate model when observed at regional1007

scale and clearly identifies what are the more susceptible areas with respect to the more sta-1008

ble ones. In those regions where the a-posteriori model check reaches high performance1009

(C-TPR>70% in Fig.8), such as Veneto, Tuscany, Friuli, Abruzzo, Emilia-Romagna, Molise,1010

Campania and Basilicata regions, the produced EQtLs susceptibility map can be taken as1011

a reliable instrument to drive the decision makers toward appropriate funding management,1012

i.e. in order to provide priority lists of local interventions. The necessity of such instruments1013

is highlighted by the comparison between the overall landslides density map and the here1014

presented EQtLs susceptibility map, which clearly indicates that areas highly susceptible to1015

earthquake-triggered landslides could be not taken into account in frame of landslide miti-1016

gation National funds since not necessarily exposed to an high generic landslide hazard, e.g.1017

rainfall-induced. Contextually, in these areas, the likely dedicated funds for earthquake risk1018

mitigation might tend to be used primarily for building reinforcement, keeping on ignoring1019

the significant slope stability matter demonstrated with this study. Keeping this in mind,1020

authors are aware that local administrations require a more local spatial resolution in car-1021

tography support, due to the needing to adopt such instruments in design applications and1022

seismic microzonation. In this regard, the methodology adopted for this study is suitable1023

for rescaling and can be adopted to perform local and more detailed susceptibility analysis1024

in those areas classified as highly unstable. In detail, the trained network can be applied1025

to selected areas partitioned with smaller mapping units, such as pixels or more segmented1026

slope units. Furthemore, providing higher resolution predictors dataset (e.g. high-resolution1027

DTM, georeferenced roadcuts information, bigger scale geological maps), which are not avail-1028

able for the whole national territory, the same ANN can be retrained in order to learn how to1029

model a detailed variability of terrain properties, which consequently dilutes when analysis1030

are performed at smaller scale.1031

6.1.4 Predictors’ role1032

One of the advantages of using an ANN approach, as mentioned in Introduction, is its ability1033

to handle multicollinearity among variables, which allowed the authors to consider a large1034

number of potential predictors of EQtLs and to investigate less discussed variables which1035

relations could not be known a priori. Beside these advantages and the remarkable results1036

in terms of performance stability and reliability, ANNs commonly suffer difficulty in model1037

interpretation. In order to provide to the reader an indication about variables importance,1038

a permutation feature analysis has been performed and the ANN performances were tested1039

with different predictors groups combinations. From the PFI analysis resulted that soil type,1040

distance from seismogenic sources, lithology, distance from active faults and geomorphon are1041

the most important predictors for the network and, as consequence, for the good result of the1042

classification between stable and unstable slope units. As one can expect from an applica-1043

tion on earthquake-triggered landslides, distance from seismogenic sources and distance from1044

active faults (second and fourth predictors in order of importance) played a key role in the1045
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classification, demonstrating to well represent the slope units variability due to seismic pre-1046

dictors. In this regard, the seismogenic source represents the portion of a fault that is more1047

likely to enucleate a Mw>5.5 earthquake (Basili et al., 2008; DISS-Working-Group, 2018).1048

Nevertheless, landslides can occur even along the tip portions of a fault, after Mw<5.5 seis-1049

mic events or in correspondence of secondary segments, therefore distances from both source1050

and fault line have been considered. As reported in Material and Methods paragraph, the1051

choice of these predictors was done in order to avoid the underestimation of the resulting1052

susceptibility in those areas where high ground acceleration is not expected by the national1053

PGA model or where no inventoried landslides are available since significant earthquakes1054

have not occurred from 1908. Taking into account seismogenic sources and active faults, the1055

susceptibility analysis presented in this study resulted in being an inclusive model that is1056

not bound to some specific seismic events and can be applied to the whole National territory1057

accounting for a more local variability than that provided by the national PGA. Soil type re-1058

sulted to be the most important predictor from the PFI analysis. Statistically speaking, this1059

may be partially due to the fact that slope units have been characterised on the basis of 911060

different soil types, giving rise to an high, detailed, pedological variability. This represents an1061

impressive quantity of data for the ANN to take useful information from in order to perform1062

the classification. Related to this, lithology and geomorphon, which only count 21 and 101063

classes respectively, might have provided lesser, albeit meaningful, information, that result1064

as third and fifth more important predictors, respectively, among all the considered ones. In1065

percentage, the most unstable soil categories resulted in poorly developed pedotypes, gener-1066

ally thin, and derived from the alteration of rocky or highly calcareous bedrocks. This result1067

is in line with what resulted from the analysis of the instability percentage per lithology class,1068

which shows as calcareous and arenaceous formations, beside clayer and marly lithologies,1069

are largely present within the unstable slope units. These results reflect the high abundance1070

of disrupted failures that affect rock masses during an earthquake, as like rock fall, which1071

also represents the most numerous landslide type in the Input dataset (Fig.2).1072

It is particularly relevant that slope units with prevalent Chromi-calcaric Luvisol, al-1073

though they are very rare in Italy, are in percentage rather unstable. They are located in1074

Veneto region, within a restricted area quite close to some few landslides that occurred in1075

consequence of an earthquake that struck the region in 1936 and had an epicentre 60 km1076

away. In this case, a clustering effect can not be ruled out: it may have been the earthquake,1077

with consequent EQtLs, to occur in correspondence of areas with Chromi-calcaric Luvisol1078

rather than the presence of this soil favouring the trigger of EQtLs. Concerning geomorphon,1079

its importance may be linked to several aspects. Intuitively, slope morphology is strictly cor-1080

related with the probability of landslides occurrence. Related to this, geomorphon classes1081

could properly represent the most important morphological features of a slope, accounting1082

for the contribution given by the terrain predictors to the ANN, which did not result as im-1083

portant as one could expect. In particular, from our analysis it resulted that hollow, valley1084

and depression slope units have been classified more frequently unstable than summit and1085
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ridge areas. This aspect can be partially linked with the presence of roads in the lower part1086

of the valley sides, as it occurs in many mountainous regions of Italy. Martino et al. (2019)1087

found out that the presence of road cuts at the bottom of deeply incised V-shaped valleys1088

played a conditioning role to the spatial distribution of EQtLs triggered in 2016 in Central1089

Italy higher than road cuts located elsewhere.1090

The tests shown in Figures 11 and 12, allowed to evaluate the importance of the different1091

groups of predictors and was particularly useful to investigate the contribution given by those1092

predictors that, taken singularly, did not show a significant importance in the PFI analysis,1093

since the sum of small contributions can result in a higher importance when predictors are1094

grouped. In this regard, from both PFI and group combinations analysis, Geothematic and1095

Seismic groups resulted in being the most important predictors, as largely supported in1096

literature by other susceptibility analyses of EQtLs (Fan et al., 2019; Lombardo et al., 2019;1097

Tanyaş et al., 2019).1098

In particular, these two groups achieve AUC = 0.89 if combined with each other. But1099

they must include at least another group in order to reach AUC higher than 0.9. Related to1100

this, Terrain and Hydrology were probably expected to assume a much higher weight whereas1101

Terrain provides only +0.03 to the mean AUC value reached by Geo+Seismic while, adding1102

also Hydrology, the performance slightly decreases. This leads to conclude that Geothematic1103

predictors can likely fulfill almost totally the information offered by the terrain features and1104

can ensure the best performance with a further contribution deriving from Seismic and,1105

limitedly, Terrain groups. From all the analyses then, Hydrology has never resulted in any1106

importance, ledding to conclude that its role is non-significant or that the same information1107

is already carried by other predictors. Finally, the contribution of the distance from roads to1108

the classification performance resulted to be not negligible. In particular, the ANN runned1109

taking only the predictors group of Road was able to reach an AUC equal to 0.74. As1110

introduced before, cases of earthquake-triggered landslides that mostly occurred along slopes1111

which have been modified by road cuts, are widely documented in literature (Keefer et al.,1112

2006; Delgado et al., 2015; Martino et al., 2019). In this context, despite the role of roadcuts1113

in favoring EQtLs occurrence is probably more appreciable in applications on small study1114

areas, this study also contributes to the ongoing debate drawing attention to the potential1115

importance of this predictor although the analysis was performed at a National scale.1116

6.2 Opposing arguments1117

6.2.1 Validation routine through the Check data1118

The Italian EQtLs susceptibility map, albeit resulted from a robust iterative training-1119

validation-test procedure, shows heterogeneous results between different regions from the1120

comparison with the Check EQtLs dataset, which was not used to train the ANN. This can1121

be partially due to a low number of check landslides in regions like Piedimont, Aosta Valley,1122

Liguria and Apulia although in other regions with a significant number of check landslides1123
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the Checking TPR was still not satisfactory (Figure 8). In particular, Calabria and Sicily1124

show low C-TPR in spite of a high number of checking landslides. A reason for this could be1125

that, as shown in zoom 1 in Figure 13, the Input landslides from which the ANN was trained1126

are concentrated in the area of the Strait among these two regions while the checking EQtLs1127

are more spread over the regional territory. This may have led to a too-low-generalised1128

training of the network. Further, the exact location of seismogenic sources in Calabria is1129

an argument of debate in the scientific community. Considering the importance assumed by1130

the Seismic predictors in our analysis, their potential location’s uncertainty can significantly1131

affect the accuracy of our model.1132

6.2.2 Predictors associated to tectonic elements1133

As it regards the landslide location with respect to the seismogenic sources, here we only took1134

into account the distance computed with respect to the fault plane albeit fault dimension (i.e.1135

length) could be also considered since it is related to the expected magnitude for a certain1136

return time. As a consequence, in the present analysis, if a SU is located between two faults,1137

one could observe that a landslide might be triggered by the farthest one, if longer and able1138

to generate a stronger earthquake. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that fault length could1139

be relevant if the susceptibility analysis was aimed at building a scenario prediction while it1140

should play a secondary role for the ANN training phase. Indeed, fault length is the same for1141

the whole distribution of landslides triggered by an earthquake sourced from a given fault,1142

causing that the landslides distribution used to train the network is not directly related to the1143

length of the triggering source but can be rather considered an effect of the specific seismic1144

action of the event, i.e. its magnitude. Therefore, to take into account the fault length1145

as a proxy parameter for landsliding, a return time should be defined in order to associate1146

a fixed magnitude to each seismogenic source, derive the related local action through the1147

seismic attenuation law and, as a consequence, generate a national susceptibility model for1148

a given earthquake magnitude scenario. Although of extreme importance and potentiality,1149

this kind of scenario-based model was not within the aims of this study and, moreover,1150

authors consider that such a more sophisticated and detailed analysis is crucial only for1151

restricted areas, which could be realistically individuated on the basis of a reliable generic1152

and scenario-free model such that provided by the EQtLs susceptibility map here provided.1153

It also must be noted that the here presented susceptibility analysis partially integrates1154

an indirect scenario-related approach, since the great majority of the EQtLs included in1155

the Input dataset (1122 out of 1545) has been triggered by earthquakes with magnitude1156

constrained in a small interval, i.e. 5.5-6.5 MW .1157

6.2.3 Model interpretability1158

Concerning the adopted methods, it has been reported that ANN approaches are suitable1159

for modelling complex relations among variables and, on the other hand, may suffer some1160

difficulty in model interpretability. According to such a consideration, the PFI and the1161
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Figure 14: a) Bar chart illustrating the number of EQtLs, belonging to Input dataset, as a
function of the MW of the earthquake that triggered them; b) epicentres of earthquake that
triggered the EQtLs of the Input dataset coloured as a function of their MW class.

predictors-group analysis have been performed in order to provide the reader with instru-1162

ments to interpret the obtained results. In the first case an estimation of the importance1163

of the single predictor in the full model has been computed while, in the second, the con-1164

tribution in terms of information supplied by each predictors-group has been investigated.1165

Contextually to what previously discussed on the role of Road predictors group, the difficulty1166

to infer deeper conclusions about the role played by local variables, such as the presence of1167

roads, in favouring EQtLs is mainly due to the chosen scale of application, which necessarily1168

required the availability of consistent information all over the whole national territory. Fur-1169

ther investigations at a more detailed scale are thus required in this field. Finally, difficulty1170

rises when landslides triggered by historical earthquakes are considered, since the GIS layer1171

of the road network of the whole Italian territory has been produced only recently and on1172

the basis of the nowadays viability pattern.1173

7 Concluding remarks1174

This study represents the first example of susceptibility analysis to Earthquake-triggered1175

Landslides built at the national scale in Italy by using an ANN approach. At this aim,1176

we exploited the CEDIT catalogue, which encompasses ground effects triggered by strong1177

earthquakes starting from the 12th century. And, we implemented an ANN at the Slope1178

Unit scale featuring predictors that take into account predisposing factors of morphological,1179
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lithological and seismotectonic characteristic of the Italian territory. To train the ANN, a1180

sub-dataset made of 1545 EQtLs related to the more recent and strong earthquakes (i.e.,1181

from 1908 to date) was extracted from CEDIT. This subset is the most accurate in terms of1182

geolocalisation of the effects. Therefore it provided a very robust and reliable input dataset1183

in terms of completeness and data quality.1184

The ANN highly performed in predicting the occurrence of EQtLs. This was actually1185

tested twice. Once by using the 1545 EQtLs mentioned above (by replicating the ANN1186

validation-test cycle 100 times) but also by using an additional and external dataset com-1187

posed of 465 EQtLs, which were not inserted in the model building phase due to a lower1188

geolocolation accuracy. This ex-post verification confirmed the overall suitability of our ANN1189

analytical protocol.1190

In particular, the ANN was optimized and trained for the classification of Slope Units1191

in terms of susceptibility to earthquake-triggered landslides, on the basis of 167 predictors.1192

The performances of the ANN have been evaluated carrying out 100 training on independent1193

datasets assess its robustness. The ANN showed remarkable general performances with1194

regard to the overall capability to distinguish between the two classes with an average value1195

of the AUC equal to 0.91 and a standard deviation of 0.01 over the 100 training replicates.1196

Establishing a threshold of classification equal to a probability of 0.5 we obtained a mean1197

True Positive Rate of 85% and a True Negative Rate of 84%. For both parameters a limited1198

value of the standard deviation, equal to 2% allows to estimate the robustness of the model1199

as optimal.1200

The analysis shows that a large portion of the Italian national territory is highly prone1201

to earthquake-triggered landslides. This is especially the case throughout the Apennine arc,1202

with a more marked predisposition in the central-northern sector, where high susceptibility1203

values are associated to more than 50% of the local territory (Abruzzo, Marche, Molise, Um-1204

bria). The same is valid for ∼25% of Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna, Campania and Basilicata.1205

Furthermore, the Alpine arc is more susceptible in its eastern sector where high suscep-1206

tibility values are associated to approximately 25% of the territory of Friuli region.1207

As for the north-western regions, Sicily, Sardinia and most of Lazio and Puglia regions1208

appear to be quite stable with minor percentages of the territory characterized by susceptible1209

slopes.1210

As regards future improvements we envision for this study, two main extensions to the1211

current modeling framework should be pursued. The first consists of scaling down the model1212

to a greater spatial resolution. As the model is, the SU size are extremely detailed even for a1213

regional or provincial scale assessment. Nevertheless, the resolution of these mapping units is1214

still far from the requirements for planning purposes, or for seismic microzonation studies at1215

a municipal scale. To downscale our model to the typical resolution of microzonation studies,1216

a similar neural network can be trained on even smaller slope units. This will largely increase1217

the total number of slope units, thus also increasing the overall computational time. To cope1218

with this new dimensionality of the dataset, we envision to focus on specific areas rather1219
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than focusing on the whole Italian territory. For instance, we could model the Apennines’1220

sector in central Italy and make inference for a specific sub-region of particular interest.1221

This initial extension to the protocol presented here will also enable a second and equally1222

relevant research topic. In fact, physically-based models are already available to asses the1223

EQtLs susceptibility at very fine spatial scales. However, they typically lack the ability to1224

be upscaled to very large regions. This situation has lead to significant differences in the1225

geoscientific community, where small portion of the landscape are generally analysed via1226

physically-based models and larger ones are analysed via statistically-based models. This in1227

turn implies that the two scales and associated modeling estimates are not easily comparable.1228

For this reason, we envision a comparative extension of the present study where a much finer1229

partition of the Italian landscape will be achieved, only to focus the analyses on a data-rich1230

sub-sector where our ANN and a suite of physically-based models will be run. As a result,1231

we could compare the two outputs and investigate potential differences, both in terms of1232

strength and weaknesses, between each modeling routine.1233
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